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CLASSICS
The Department of Classics at Washington University in St. Louis invites applicants to its MA and PhD
programs. For individuals with a strong undergraduate foundation in Latin and Greek, the MA is a solid
basis for future graduate study in Classics and related fields, for secondary teaching, and for other careers.
The PhD trains candidates for careers in academia and beyond. Washington University's program offers
optional special tracks in Ancient Music, Performance, History, and Philosophy. PhD candidates are fully
funded with tuition remission and generous fellowships. MA students also receive full tuition remission and
additional funding (awards and assistantships).

The Department of Classics also
cooperates with WashU's
Department of Education to
mentor students in the Latin
track of their MAT program.
In addition to listed faculty,
numerous associated faculty in
Philosophy, History, Performing
Arts and other areas participate
in our graduate programs and
Classics community.

Graduate students benefit from
an openness to interdisciplinary
study, resources including
significant collections of ancient
coins and papyri, and attentive
mentoring in research, teaching,
and career development.
Students also enjoy the
inexpensive living and vibrant
arts and recreation scene of the
city of St. Louis.

For information on the
program, contact the Director
of Graduate Studies:
Timothy Moore
tmoore26@wustl.edu
For print materials and
information on the application
process, contact
classics@wustl.edu.
classicswustl

Washington University Classics Department

classics.wustl.edu/graduate
FACULTY
NICOLA ARAVECCHIA, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Archaeology of the late Roman period; early Christian art & architecture;

TIMOTHY MOORE, JOHN AND PENELOPE BIGGS
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF CLASSICS

late antique Egypt; early Egyptian monasticism

Greek & Roman theatre; Roman historiography; Classical reception;
ancient music

WILLIAM BUBELIS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Greek history & historiography; the ancient economy & Greek social

LUIS ALEJANDRO SALAS, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Greek & Roman medicine & philosophy; intellectual history; ancient

history; the Attic orators; Greek religion; epigraphy & numismatics; the
psychological theories; philosophy of language
ancient Near East

CATHY KEANE, PROFESSOR AND CHAIR
Latin literature and Roman culture; Latin verse satire and epigram;

REBECCA SEARS, LECTURER
Ancient music; papyrology, Latin poetry, ancient magic

literature of the imperial period; ancient literary criticism; comic drama

ZOE STAMATOPOULOU, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

LANCE JENOTT, LECTURER

Greek literature; ancient sympotic literature; Classical reception

Christian origins; Greek and Coptic languages; Greco-Roman philosophy;

KATHRYN WILSON, LECTURER

theories and methods in the study of religion

Hellenistic literature; ancient scientific poetry; environmental studies; Classics

TOM KEELINE, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
Latin literature; ancient education & scholarship; lexicography,
metrics, & textual criticism

and race

See classics.wustl.edu/people for full list of faculty
For details about the program and requirements, contact Zoe
and associated faculty
Stamatopoulou: zoe.stamatopoulou@wustl.edu

